The Operations Bridge integrates topology, fault and performance metrics across a broad range of devices and systems. A non-exhaustive list vendors and devices supported is provided below.

Genesis regularly updates this list as new vendors and devices are integrated with the Operations Bridge - if you have a device that is not listed here check with your account manager.

### Radio Networks
- Motorola ASTRO25
- Motorola DIMETRA
- Motorola SmartZone

### IP Networks
- Cisco switches, routers and firewalls
- Juniper switches, routers and firewalls
- Black Diamond Switches
- Huawei devices
- Brocade switches
- Nokia MPLS devices
- NEC devices
- Extreme switches
- Dell switches
- Avaya IP telephony systems

### Repeater & Antenna Monitors
- RFI DSPbR
- Cobham Wireless channelized repeaters
- RFI APM/ASM

### Voice Logging
- NICE
- Eventide

### Transmission Systems
- Aviat Constellation, Megastar, Eclipse & CTR
- Sagem Link F-H
- NEC PASOLINK
- Nokia Wavence
- Cambium PTP

### Servers & Applications
- HPE, Dell & Cisco server hardware
- VMware virtualization
- Windows & Linux operating systems
- SQL Server, Oracle, mySQL & PostgreSQL databases
- IIS & Apache web servers
- Motorola UNS, AMS & IMW
- ControlWorks CAD

### DC Power Systems, Shelter/Hut

### Controllers & Generators
- Eaton power systems
- Eltek power systems
- Emerson UPS and DC power systems
- ComTel shelter controllers
- ICS shelter controllers
- Bravo inverters
- Deepsea Electronics generator controllers
- Liebert UPS & Cooling systems

### IT Service Management Systems
- BMC Remedy
- ServiceNow
- Micro Focus Service Management Automation X
- Marval MSM
- DataWatch VQSM

### IP Cameras & I/O Monitoring
- Avigilon IP cameras
- ControlByWeb X-332 IO controllers
- Asentria SiteBoss
- CSS SafetyNet